where c is a constant. The best possible value of c is known for each type of form with n = 2 or 3. We say that a form is of type (r, s) if 0i, • • • , 0 n consist of r real numbers, and s pairs of conjugate complex numbers (so that r+2s = n). If we denote by c(r, s) the least value of c for which (3) holds, then <?(0, 1) = 1/3, c(2, 0) = 1/5, c(3, 0) = 1/49, c(l, 1) = 1/23.
The first two results are classical, and the last two are due to Mordell. The object of this note is to prove that no inequality of the type (3) is valid for all binary forms of degree n, and of a given type f when n is greater than 3. This fact is probably well known to those who have followed recent work on the geometry of numbers, but no simple direct proof seems to have been given. One argument which suggests why (3) cannot be expected to hold when n > 3 is the following. When n -2 or 3, a corollary to the existing results tells us that if In what follows, all small Latin letters denote rational integers. We recall that any irrational number a, with l<a<2, has a continued fraction representation 
for all x, y not both 0.
PROOF. We may certainly assume xy^O. Suppose first x^>0. Then |#+/33>| > \&y\ > \y\ • Also, [x-o;^! >l/3iV|3;| from Lemma 3, so the result follows by multiplying these two inequalities. The case when xy < 0 follows from the case xy > 0 on interchanging a and /3. for all x, y not both zero.
PROOF. Again we may assume xy 9 e 0. If xy < 0, we have | x-ay | > 1, and | (x+0y)(x+0'y) | è 1 since it is the absolute norm of an algebraic integer not zero. If xy>0, \x+0y\ > \y\, |x+0'3>| > \y\ and \x-ay\ >l/3N\y\
by Lemma 3. This proves the result. We can now prove the main theorem by constructing forms F(x, y) of given type (r, s) where r+2s = n^4. Case 1. r^4, r^5. Let G(x, y) be any binary form of type (r -4, s) with integral coefficients, and D{G) =^0, such that the r -4 real roots of G(£, 1)=0 are all irrational. Since r -4^1; such a form can be constructed by multiplying together various forms of the type 
where ai, /Si and <X2, 02 satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 4 and ai^a2 t 015^02, and none of ai, «2, -0i, -/32, coincides with a root of G(£, 1) = 0, Then
L(F) è (SN)~2
by Lemma 4. But, if the a's and 0's are bounded, In the first two cases D(F)->0 with e; in the other two cases D(F) is arbitrarily small, but unequal to zero, by choice of a 2 .
